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ABSTRACT  Human color vision starts with the signals from three cone photoreceptor types, maximally sensitive to long (L-cone), middle (M-cone), and short (S-cone) wavelengths. Within the retina these signals combine in an antagonistic way to form red–green and blue–yellow spectral opponent pathways. In the classical model this antagonism is thought to arise from the convergence of cone type-specific excitatory and inhibitory inputs to retinal ganglion cells. The circuitry for spectral opponency is now being investigated using an in vitro preparation of the macaque monkey retina. Intracellular recording and staining has shown that blue-ON/yellow-OFF opponent responses arise from a distinctive bistratified ganglion cell type. Surprisingly, this cone opponency appears to arise by dual excitatory cone bipolar cell inputs: an ON bipolar cell that contacts only S-cones and an OFF bipolar cell that contacts L- and M-cones. Red–green spectral opponency has long been linked to the midget ganglion cells, but an underlying mechanism remains unclear. For example, receptive field mapping argues for segregation of L- and M-cone signals to the midget cell center and surround, but horizontal cell interneurons, believed to generate the inhibitory surround, lack opponency and cannot contribute selective L- or M-cone input to the midget cell surround. The solution to this color puzzle no doubt lies in the great diversity of cell types in the primate retina that still await discovery and analysis.

From Cell Types to Microcircuits
The vertebrate retina is that part of the central nervous system where multiple parallel representations of the visual world first emerge. And like other parts of the brain, the retina is a beautiful and complex piece of neural machinery, although it has taken nearly 100 years for the degree and nature of its complexity to be fully appreciated. Since the anatomical renderings of Cajal (1), the basic framework of retinal circuitry has been known. But only within the last decade has it become clear that the retina contains a diversity of neural cell types comparable, in fact, to that of the cerebral cortex. Rods and two or three types of cone photoreceptors relay signals to at least 10 types of bipolar interneurons. The bipolar cells in turn contact 20–25 distinct ganglion cell types, which give rise to an equal number of parallel pathways to the visual brain. Additional networks of interneurons allow lateral interactions to modify these parallel pathways: 2 horizontal cell types, at the level of the photoreceptor–bipolar cell synapse, and 20–40 amacrine cell types at the level of the bipolar–ganglion cell synapse (2–4). Most of these cell types have not yet been studied in detail, but their existence is no longer disputed.

Without doubt, understanding the functional architecture of the retinal circuitry must begin by first characterizing these cell types. In an astounding feat of neural efficiency, all of this complex circuitry is packaged in a thin, precisely laminated sheet of tissue. Each retinal cell type shows a characteristic set of physiological properties and connections with other cell types within the retinal layers. Each type also shows a characteristic density and spatial arrangement across the retina and, like a pattern of interlocking tiles, the “mosaic” of cells of a particular type forms an identifiable unit of retinal circuitry. A variety of techniques have revealed these distinctive cell mosaics (5) and the synaptic links among them. From this work it has become clear that the diverse retinal cell types are the building blocks of multiple “microcircuits” that function in parallel (2, 3).

The diversity of retinal cell types and associated microcircuits provides a new framework for understanding the structure and function of the primate retina and its role in the visual process. One important function of the primate retina is to transmit color-related signals, and in this paper I review recent attempts to identify the cell types and microcircuits that are responsible for the complex, color-coding receptive fields of primate ganglion cells. This work has been done in macaque monkeys, a group that shares with humans (and other Old World species) a retina that contains three-cone photoreceptor types, each maximally sensitive to a different part of the visible spectrum. The cone spectral sensitivities and many aspects of the detailed anatomy of the retina and visual pathways in macaque are virtually identical to those in humans, establishing this genus as an excellent model for the neural basis of human color vision.

Classical Labeled Line Model for Color Opponent Circuitry
At an early stage in visual coding, signals from the three-cone types combine in an antagonistic, or opponent, fashion. This crucial stage in the neural representation of color is clearly manifest in color perception (6). Two opponent channels exist: in the red–green opponent pathway, signals from long- and middle-wavelength-sensitive cones (L- and M-cones, respectively) are opposed; and in the blue–yellow pathway, signals from short-wavelength-sensitive cones (S-cones) oppose a combined signal from L- and M-cones. A neural correlate of these perceptual opponent channels can be found in the light responses of certain ganglion cells in the macaque retina. These spectrally opponent neurons are excited by wavelengths in one region of the spectrum and inhibited by light from another part of the spectrum, typically showing, at some intermediate point, a null response where
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excitation and inhibition cancel (7). Although this spectral opponency has been studied for more than 30 years, the underlying retinal circuitry remains unclear.

Wiesel and Hubel (8) were the first to suggest a simple circuitry by which color opponency could arise in macaque ganglion cells. Recording from the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), the target of color-responsive ganglion cells, they reported that inputs from the different cone types appeared to be segregated to the center and the surround of the classical receptive field. Color opponency thus could arise by piggy-backing on the antagonistic center–surround organization found in many ganglion cells. For example, a red-ON/green-OFF opponent cell would receive excitatory L-cone input to the receptive-field center and inhibitory M-cone input to the receptive-field surround. A consequence of this combined spatial and cone opponency is that this type of cell could signal achromatic luminance variation, due to center–surround spatial antagonism, and also signal chromatic cone change that engaged both the excitatory and inhibitory cone pathways (9).

This type of spatially and chromatically opponent receptive field was labeled “Type 1” (Fig. 1).

Wiesel and Hubel (8) described a second, Type 2, opponent cell class, which also appeared to receive excitatory and inhibitory input from different cone types, but which lacked a clear center–surround organization. Instead, opposing cone inputs were distributed in spatially coextensive ON and OFF responding fields (Fig. 1). As recognized by Hubel and Wiesel and others to follow, this Type 2 receptive-field organization suggested a specialization for color coding independent of any role in spatial vision.
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**Fig. 1.** Classical cone-type-specific circuitry (labeled-line model) for color opponency in ganglion cells. In the Type 1 receptive field, inputs from different cone types (L- and M-cones in this example) are segregated to the center vs. the surround of the receptive field. Type 1 cells show a center–surround antagonism to luminance changes and a spatially uniform response to full-field, equiluminant color changes (in this case an excitatory response to a shift to a longer wavelength). In Type 2 cells, opposing inputs (S-cones vs. L- and M-cones) form two spatially coextensive fields and thus lack the center–surround antagonism to luminance changes.

Clearly, although they both display opponency, Type 1 and Type 2 cells must be linked somewhat differently to cones and interneurons. In Type 1 cells, the cone inputs must be segregated spatially, while in Type 2 cells, the cone inputs are coextensive but opposite in sign. Nonetheless, the cornerstone for the circuitries of both Type 1 and Type 2 cells is the existence of labeled lines, that is, the anatomical segregation of the different cone signals from the receptors through the connecting interneurons to the ganglion cell. This labeled line model predicts a retinal circuitry that can sort out the L- and M-cone signals and deliver them with the appropriate sign to the appropriate part of the receptive field.

**Identifying the Color Opponent Ganglion Cell Types**

To explore the labeled line model and determine the retinal circuitry giving rise to red–green and blue–yellow opponency in ganglion cells, the ganglion cell types that transmit these signals must first be identified. In an early attempt, DeMonasterio (10), using intracellular recording and staining methods, tentatively suggested that a morphologically identified group of ganglion cells with large cell bodies, called parasol cells, were the blue-ON/yellow-OFF opponent cells and that cells with small cell bodies and small dendritic trees, called midget ganglion cells, probably transmitted red–green opponent signals. Parasol cells have since been shown to project exclusively to the magnocellular LGN layers where achromatic, nonopponent cells are recorded and so play no part in color coding. However, midget ganglion cells provide the major input to the parvocellular layers of the LGN where both red–green and blue–yellow opponent cells are found (11, 12). Thus, the midget ganglion cells came to be associated with the overall group of color opponent cells despite significant differences in the receptive-field properties of the red–green and blue–yellow opponent ganglion cells (13, 14). A more direct link between anatomy and physiology requires the direct correlation of an identified ganglion cell type with a color opponent receptive field.

**Studying Color Circuitry with an in Vitro Preparation.** Recently developed techniques have enabled breakthroughs in linking structure to function in the retina. In pioneering studies of rabbit retina by Masland and Vaney and their colleagues (15, 16), an isolated retina was maintained in vitro, and fluorescent markers were used to identify cell types under the light microscope. Targeted cells could then be intracellularly filled with dyes to reveal the cell's dendritic morphology. This in vitro approach was later applied to macaque retina (17, 18) and eventually extended to combined anatomical and physiological experiments (19–22). The key to the success of this preparation is that neuronal light responses can be recorded from cell types that have been visually identified.

In macaque, the L-, M-, and S-cone spectral sensitivities are known, so the method of silent substitution can be used to identify cone inputs to a cell. With this method, two lights of differing spectral composition are alternated and their relative radiances adjusted so that the alternation between the pair of lights will give rise to a modulated response in one but not the other (the silent) cone type (23–25). We have now used this approach in macaque retina in vitro to explore circuits that underlie opponency.

**Circuitry for Blue–Yellow Opponency and the Role of the Small Bistratified Cell.** The first cell type studied with this approach was the small bistratified ganglion cell, one of a number of ganglion cell types that, in addition to the midget ganglion cell, projects to the parvocellular geniculate layers (26, 27). The cell's distinctive dendritic tree stratifies in two separate sublayers within the inner plexiform layer (Fig. 2). The innermost tier of dendrites costratifies with the axon terminals of a cone bipolar cell type that makes exclusive
contact with S-cone pedicles (28), suggesting a role for the bistratified ganglion cell in an S-cone signal pathway (27). Intracellular recordings from small bistratified cells in vitro confirmed that they received S-cone signals and showed that they corresponded to a distinct blue-ON/yellow-OFF opponent cell type (21) (Fig. 3). An excitatory input from S-cones was demonstrated with chromatic and S-cone-isolating stimuli. Surprisingly, the response to offset of a yellow light was also excitatory—a fast depolarization and spike discharge. The origin of the opponent OFF component thus appears to arise from a direct excitatory input from OFF-center bipolar cells rather than from inhibition deriving from lateral interactions. Maps of the spatial structure of the yellow-OFF and blue-ON fields revealed a Type 2 receptive field (Fig. 4a).

The distinctive morphology of the small bistratified cell suggests a simple circuitry that could account for Type 2 opponency (Fig. 4b). A depolarizing input from the blue-cone bipolar cell would provide the excitatory S-cone ON field; similarly, an excitatory input from a second, OFF-cone bipolar type (summing L- and M-cone input) to the outer tier of dendrites could provide the coextensive yellow-OFF field. Preliminary analysis of the bipolar cell inputs to the small bistratified cell strongly supports such a circuit diagram (29).

The density of the blue-ON small bistratified cells is consistent with the spatial resolution of the S-cone pathway, estimated psychophysically (30, 31), suggesting that this pathway is a major carrier of S-cone signals.

**Red–Green Opponency and the Role of the Midget Circuit.** The proposed circuitry underlying the blue-ON/yellow-OFF cell complies with the labeled line model for Type 2 cells. The circuitry of the red–green opponent pathway remains a mystery for two reasons: (i) it has been much more difficult to study, and (ii) the labeled line model has not been completely successful in explaining observations.

In early studies of red–green spectral opponency, the evidence for cone-type-specific labeled lines to the ganglion cell receptive field center and surround was indirect. Monochromatic adapting lights were used to reduce preferentially the sensitivity of, say, the L-cone in an attempt to observe a cell’s response to the M-cone in relative isolation. This approach could not provide conclusive evidence, but more recent experiments recording from centrally located midget cells and using the silent-substitution method (32, 33) support Hubel and Wiesel’s original vision of a cone-type-specific color-coding circuitry.

Strong support for the labeled line model also comes from the anatomy of central midget ganglion cells. In the central 7–10 degrees of visual field, each midget cell receives its sole excitatory connections from a single midget bipolar cell, which in turn connects to a single cone. This now well-established “private line” explains why a given midget cell responds only to one cone type (either L, or M, or S) in its receptive-field center (34, 35).

The anatomy of the peripheral midget system suggests the possibility of excitatory input exclusively from L- or M-cones.
or some mixture of both. Beyond \( \approx 10 \) degrees eccentricity, the dendritic trees of midget ganglion cells enlarge to attain a diameter of \( \approx 150 \mu m \) in the far periphery (\( \approx 40 \) deg) (18, 36).

Surprisingly, the midget bipolar cell dendritic arbors remain small over this same retinal extent, contacting only single cones (37–39). For a midget ganglion cell to preserve a pure L- or M-cone receptive-field center, it must make connections exclusively with the appropriate midget bipolar (36, 40).

I tested this possibility by recording from identified midget ganglion cells in the far retinal periphery. Fig. 5 shows a midget ganglion cell with a dendritic field diameter of about \( \approx 150 \mu m \). This cell's dendrites were stratified in the inner part of the inner plexiform layer and, as expected, gave a strong ON response to luminance modulation (Fig. 6a). The cell gave a weaker, green-ON, red-OFF response to chromatic modulation (Fig. 6b). L- and M-cone isolating stimuli revealed, however, a summed input from both cone types (Fig. 6c and d); the weak green-ON chromatic response is due to a greater weighting for the M-cone input. Thus far, almost all (19 out of 20) of our sample of peripheral midget ganglion cells have this kind of nonopponent physiology. It appears that peripheral midget ganglion cells do not make selective contact with a cone-specific subset of midget bipolar cells, and color opponency greatly diminishes or is absent in the far periphery.

Variation in the strength of red–green opponency in the peripheral retina has been reported (e.g., ref. 41), and several authors have pointed out a possible correspondence with well-documented perceptual losses in hue and saturation in the visual periphery (e.g., ref. 42).

**Cone-Type Selective Surrounds and Horizontal Cells**

A second problem with a labeled line model to explain red–green midget opponency is that at present there is no known anatomical basis for a cone-type-specific receptive-field surround. Horizontal cells, the interneurons of the outer retina, contribute to the surrounds of bipolar and ganglion cells, and certain nonmammalian horizontal cells are color...
opponent (43). Thus, if the labeled line model is correct, then macaque horizontal cells should also show color opponency. Previous results have led to conflicting views on this point, however. Wässle et al. (44) have shown that two distinct horizontal cell types, the H1 and H2 cells, nonselectively contact L- and M-cones and because of this, they argue, probably would not show red–green opponency. In agreement, the first recordings from H1 cells showed that they hyperpolarized to all wavelengths (45). Alternatively, Kolb and co-workers (46, 47) give evidence that horizontal cells make preferential cone connections, specifically selecting for or against S-cones; they also argue for a third horizontal cell type and postulate both red–green and blue–yellow opponency in primate horizontal cells.

We directly tested whether horizontal cells show cone-type-specific opponency with in vitro intracellular recordings from both H1 and H2 cells (48). H1 cells show non-opponent additive input from L- and M-cones (Figs. 7a and 8a–d) but fail to respond to selective stimulation of S-cones (Fig. 8e). The pattern of cone connections to the H1 cells was revealed by intracellular injection of Neurobiotin which readily passes through large gap junctions and beautifully reveals the complete morphology of a local “patch” in the H1 cell mosaic (Fig. 7). The dendritic terminals of H1 cells innervate and clearly demarcate the great majority of cone pedicles. However, a small percentage, \( \approx 7\% \), of cones in a labeled patch of H1 cells consistently lack innervation (Fig. 8f). The spacing and density of the noninnervated cones, together with the lack of response to S-cone stimulation, suggest that the H1 cells either avoid making any contact with the S-cones or contact them only infrequently.

H2 cells, like H1 cells, also receive additive input from L- and M-cones (Fig. 9a–d) but respond with a strong hyperpolarization to S-cone stimulation (Fig. 9e). A striking anatomical correlate of this pattern of cone input was observed in the H2 mosaic: the great majority of cones are only sparsely innervated, but the H2 cell dendrites converge upon and densely innervate about 7% of the pedicles in a given patch, resulting in a kind of negative image of the H1 cone innervation (Fig. 9f). The spacing and density of the heavily innervated pedicles, together with the strong response of these cells to S-cone stimulation, suggests strongly that these pedicles belong to the sparse S-cone population. In sum, H1 and H2 cells show some cone-type selectivity with H1 cells avoiding and H2 cells selecting S-cone input. However, all cone inputs are of the same sign. Thus, a simple model of opponency in which bipolar and horizontal cells, respectively, mediate a cone-type-specific center and surround cannot hold for the primate retina.

**Alternative Models for Red–Green Opponent Circuitry.**

**Mixed surround model.** The lack of L- and M-cone selectivity in the peripheral midget ganglion cells and in the H1 and H2 cells seems to contradict the labeled line model but is consistent with an alternative “mixed surround” model (9, 49, 50). In this model, the L- and M-cones need not be “identified” in the sense that each component of the postreceptoral circuitry is devoted to one or the other of the cone types. In the mixed
surround model, a single cone input to the receptive-field center (as for the central midget system) along with a nonselective or mixed cone input to the surround will give good opponency because of the much greater synaptic weight given to the center. Modeled responses from hypothetical red–green cells with pure cone centers and mixed surrounds lend support to the mixed surround alternative (49). Implicit in this hypothesis is the idea that the “private line” midget system evolved in ancestral dichromatic primates to meet the anatomical requirements for the high spatial resolution of foveal vision. The more recent appearance of the separate L- and M-cone opsins in Old World species would not then require any major changes in postreceptoral circuitry but would simply take advantage of the preexisting midget circuits (40, 51).

Like the labeled line model, the mixed surround model makes definite predictions about the underlying circuitry (Fig. 10). First, there should be a systematic relationship between the number of cones contributing to the receptive-field center and the degree of spectral opponency because of the much greater synaptic weight given to the center. Modeled responses from hypothetical red–green cells with pure cone centers and mixed surrounds lend support to the mixed surround alternative (49). Implicit in this hypothesis is the idea that the “private line” midget system evolved in ancestral dichromatic primates to meet the anatomical requirements for the high spatial resolution of foveal vision. The more recent appearance of the separate L- and M-cone opsins in Old World species would not then require any major changes in postreceptoral circuitry but would simply take advantage of the preexisting midget circuits (40, 51).

Another model: the red–green Type 2 cell. An intriguing though more speculative hypothesis is that a ganglion cell type other than the midget cell conveys red–green opponent signals to the parvocellular LGN, perhaps corresponding to the Type 2 red–green cell that was originally hinted at in the experiments of Wiesel and Hubel (52). Identification of the Blue-ON small bistratified cell and its projection to the parvocellular LGN encourages the view that other similar ganglion cell types might exist that show red–green opponency. Other indirect support comes from the recent finding that the intercalated layers of the LGN provide a third major pathway, in addition to parvocellular and magnocellular pathways, for information flow to VI cortex (53). What kind of information is carried by this pathway? Retrograde labeling suggests that the intercalated layers project to the cytochrome oxidase “blobs” in layers 2 and 3; the blobs contain a large number of color-responsive cells (both red–green and blue–yellow) and are considered to be the main route for color signals passing to extrastriate cortex (54). Thus, the exciting possibility exists that there may be a set of anatomically distinct retinal pathways, including the Blue-ON cell, that transmit Type 2 color opponent signals via the intercalated layers of the LGN to the “blobs” in layers 2 and 3 of striate cortex.

Summary and Conclusions

The use of an in vitro preparation of the macaque retina has opened a door to more detailed analysis of the circuitry underlying color vision. Red–green and blue–yellow opponent responses originate from distinct retinal ganglion cell types and...
appear to be associated with equally distinct microcircuits. Blue-ON/yellow-OFF cells have spatially coextensive ON and OFF fields that are derived directly from ON- and OFF-center bipolar cell inputs to a bistriated dendritic tree. The blue-ON response derives from a direct excitatory input from the blue-cone bipolar cell and in this sense defines a cone-type-specific labeled line from the S-cone to the blue-ON ganglion cell.

The midget cell system of the primate central retina has long been linked to red–green opponency, but the underlying circuitry remains a puzzle. On the one hand, physiological mapping of L- or M-cone inputs supports the labeled line model of cone type-specific connections to both the center and the surround of the midget cell receptive field. The “private line” from a single cone to a single midget ganglion cell can account for a pure cone center response. On the other hand, there is as yet no identified anatomical basis for a cone-type-specific center in the peripheral retina, where the larger receptive fields of midget ganglion cells receive convergent, additive input from both L- and M-cones. Neither is there a known anatomical basis for a cone-type-specific receptive-field surround. Horizontal cell types, believed important for surround formation, receive additive input from L- and M-cones. Thus, a simple model of opponency in which bipolar cells mediate a cone-selective center and horizontal cells mediate a cone-selective inhibitory surround must be discarded. What are the alternatives? Can the circuits of the inner retina—the connections among bipolar, amacrine, and ganglion cell types—generate selective L- and M-cone inhibitory pathways? Or is there truly a nonselective mixed surround? Finally, do other red–green (and blue-yellow) cell types and circuitries mediate a cone-selective center and horizontal cells mediate a cone-selective surround. Horizontal cell types, believed important for surround formation, receive additive input from L- and M-cones. Neither is there a cone-type-specific receptive-field surround. On the one hand, physiological studies; Pat and Keith Boro for technical help; and Christine Vituo supported by Public Health Service Grants EY 06678 (to D.M.D.), 41. DeMonasterio, F. M. & Gouras, P. (1975) J. Physiol. (London) 239, 213–230.